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ABSTRACT
A Heuristic Approach for Path Planning for a Redundant Robot
by
George Petrescu
Dr. Mohamed Trabia, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Mechanical Engineering 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
A new method to solve the trajectory generation for a redimdant manipulator is 
proposed. It avoids traditional computationally intensive methods by relying on the 
human experience.
The proposed method uses a fhzzy logic controller to generate the magnitude o f 
the angles needed to move the end effector to the next target point. The inputs to the 
controller are the desired displacement o f the end effector and the elements of the 
jacobian matrix that correspond to the considered joint, while the output is the angle 
magnitude of the joint needed to reach the target point.
An algorithm is used to determine the sign of the output from the fuzzy logic 
controller. Inverse kinematics is used to bring the end-effector to the target point.
Several fuzzy logic controllers combined with heuristic algorithms are used to 
avoid the obstacles in the workspace and to avoid self collision o f the links.
11
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The robot can be defined as an industrial machine that can ease the work o f the 
humans. Although industrial machines were developed to ease human’s work in early 
19^ century (and in this respect we can see any industrial machine as a robot), the word 
itself was created by a science-fiction writer, the Czechoslovakian Karel Capek. He 
introduced the word “robot” in one of his novels in 1921 inspired by the Czech word 
“robota”, which means a serf or one in subservient labor. The word itself has Russian 
roots, which means “work” (Dullier, not dated).
However, the robot in the sense we know it nowadays is a more complex 
machine. It has to be able to adapt itself to various work requirements and environment 
changes without human intervention. Americans Willard Pollard and Harold Roselund 
designed the first programmable mechanism in 1938. It was a programmable paint- 
spraying mechanism for the DeVilbiss Company. In 1954 the American George Devol 
designed the first programmable robot, which is the earliest known industrial robot. He 
also founds the first robot company, Unimation. Later, more robots were designed and 
used in industry (Dullier, not dated).
One of the robot’s most important characteristics is its number of degrees of 
fireedom. The position and orientation o f an object can be described using a maximum of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
six variables (degrees o f freedom). Three degrees of freedom are used for positioning the 
object while the other three are used for orienting the object with the respect to a 
coordinate frame (Sciavicco and Siciliano, 1996). A robot with six joints is known as a 
non-redundant robot.
Most of the today’s industrial robots are non-redundant. They are capable to 
perform pre-determined tasks. These robots suffer from certain limitations, including:
• The ability to maneuver is limited in the neighborhood o f obstacles.
• I f  any of the joints fails, the robot may not be able to finish its task.
These restrictions are limiting the ability o f  non-redundant robots to accomplish their 
task. Keeping the workspace clear o f obstacles may not be possible in all cases. Joints 
can always fail, especially in hostile environments. The robot can touch the obstacles and 
one or more joints can fail. Both are reasons for impeding it from achieving its task.
If the number o f joints o f a robot is greater than those necessary for a task as 
described above, the robot becomes redundant. Redundant robots are well known for 
their ability to adapt to a wide range o f situations. Unlike the non-redundant robots, 
failure of one or more joints does not stop the robot from achieving the desired task (e.g. 
going to the desired target point). Redundant robots also exhibit flexibility in crowded 
workspaces, with both static and moving obstacles. Redundancy gives robots the ability 
to have different configurations while the position and orientation o f end-effector remain 
imchanged. One or more o f those configurations can be selected to ensure that the robot 
does not collide with the obstacles and it reaches the desired target point with the desired 
orientation.
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Those characteristics highly recommend the redimdant robots for performing jobs 
in conditions where humans carmot go, where the workspace is not predictable and yet 
where failing to do a specific task cannot be an option. Hazardous waste sites, space 
industry, underwater operations and toxic climates in industry are typical examples of 
situations well suited for this type o f robots.
Mechanical redundancy appears when one or more robot components are 
integrated in the robot’s design, such that they bypass similar components already built- 
in. Usually those components are extra joints, together with the same number of extra 
links. Mechanical redundancy is divided into kinematic and actuation redundancy 
(Nakamura, 1991).
Kinematic singularities are configurations where the manipulator loses its 
mobility (Sciavicco, Siciliano, 1996). They represent particular positions of the 
manipulator, such as the one represented in Figure 1, where a 2D manipulator reaches a 
singularity position when it becomes fully stretched.
Singularity
Configuration
Desired Path
Figure 1 Kinematic Singularity o f a 2D Robot
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The main characteristics o f singularity positions are (Sciavicco, Siciliano, 1996):
• It is not possible to impose an arbitrary motion to the end-effector
• In the vicinity of a singularity, small velocities o f end-effector require high 
velocities o f the joints
As stated before, if a non-redundant robot reaches a singularity position, it loses 
one or more degrees o f freedom. It doesn’t have any more degrees o f freedom to use to 
reach the desired position. However, this is not the case of the redundant robots. They 
do have extra degrees o f freedom to be used to take the robot away from the singularity 
position.
Determination o f joint variables, corresponding to a given end-effector position 
and orientation, represents inverse kinematics problem. The solution for this problem is 
unique for non-redimdant robots. However, the high number o f degrees of freedom 
makes controlling a redundant robot a challenging task. Theoretically infinite number o f  
possibilities for configuration, velocities and accelerations make the inverse kinematics 
difficult. Which is the best configuration? What are the best joint displacements for 
going from one point to the target point? Those are questions that can be best answered 
according to the specifics of each task.
Actuation redundancy is only applied to closed-loop mechanisms (such as legged 
robots or two robotic arms working together to move an object in the same time) while 
kinematic redundancies refer to open-loop mechanisms (Nakamura, 1991). This thesis 
will consider only kinematic redundancy, leaving actuation redundancy to be done in a 
future work.
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Generally, for a serial manipulator the relation between the end-effector velocities 
and the joint velocities is done by relating a jacobian matrix to the vector o f velocities 
(Sciavicco and Siciliano, 1996):
5r' =
J ' J*•' i . i  •' i j j
T' J 'V J  6.1 •' 6.2
j :I .n
58 ;
( 1.1)
where:
n = the number o f  joints
ô0'i...n = the joint velocity for joint 1 ...n
5r' = the displacement vector for the end-effector, from point i-1 to point i
J'kj = the term o f jacobian matrix, k= l.. .6, j = l .. .n
The jacobian can be obtained by differentiating the direct kinematics functions 
with the respect to the joint variables. The direct kinematics functions represent a 
combination of sins and cosines and lengths of links, which relate the positions of the 
joints to the position of the end-effector:
r(8,.)=f(l,.,8,.) (1.2)
The jacobian matrix is useful in finding singular configurations, analyzing the 
redimdancy and the dynamics o f  the robot. The jacobian is a square matrix in the case of 
non-redundant manipulators. It can be inverted if is non-singular, and it will allow us to 
find a solution for inverse kinematics in this case. In the case o f  redundant robots, the 
jacobian is not a square matrix. The "classical" solution for inverse kinematics in this
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
case is solving the joint velocities equation using the “pseudo-inverse” jacobian of the 
robot (Sciavicco, Siciliano, 1996):
J ' = (1.3)
where:
J* = The Pseudo-Inverse of the jacobian matrix defined in equation (1.1)
J = The jacobian, as defined in equation (1.1)
Though very simple, the results o f  this method may not be acceptable since it can 
result in big joint velocities and accelerations near singularities. Dangerous situations, 
such as overloading o f the actuator mechanisms, appear for both robot and objects 
situated in workspace area.
Literature Survey
The complexity o f inverse kinematics problem has attracted many researchers. 
Several approaches were used in the last few years to find a quick and safe solution for 
inverse kinematics and obstacle avoidance for redundant robots.
Topographical Tools
One o f the methods is based on using the topographical tools. They refer to the 
configuration space, which represents the manifold of all configurations of the 
manipulator (Arnold, 1978). First, an overall view o f the configuration space and its 
relationship to the work space was provided. The configuration space represents the 
manifold o f configurations a robot can have. A discretization of the space follows in 
order to allow the using o f the topological tools and graph theory (Lück, 1997).
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Elastic Systems Approach 
Another approach is characterized by viewing the redundant robot as an elastic 
system. There are two ways to solve the problem here: one of them replaces the rigid 
links with very stiff (virtual) springs (McLean and Cameron, 1996). The nominal path 
was used as a clue to generate a trajectory for the entire manipulator. A potential field 
defined in the workspace is set up to attract the parts o f the robot towards the target while 
repelling them fi-om obstacles. It avoids in the same time collision with the robot itself 
and with the obstacles. Another approach represents each joint as an elastic spring 
system (Kuo and Sanger, 1997). A previous analysis o f infinitesimal method was 
extended to a finite level. By generating a self motion manifold of the manipulator, a 
necessary configuration for a target point was generated. A secondary task (obstacle 
avoidance) was considered to get this configiuration. Having known the next 
configuration, the kinematic states were fully defined.
Optimization Methods 
Many researchers proposed optimization methods to increase the effectiveness o f 
path-planning algorithms. One way to tackle the problem was to set it as a constrained 
minimization problem (Barraquand and Ferbach, 1994). They replaced the main path- 
planning problem by a series of less constrained sub-problems increasingly penalizing the 
motions that do not satisfy the constraints. Each sub-problem was solved using a 
standard path planner using the Method o f Variational Dynamic Programming. 
Seereeram and Wen (1995) solved the path-planning problem by posing it as a finite time 
non-linear control problem which was solved using a Newton-Raphson type algorithm to 
which supplementary penalty functions to handle joint and task space constraints were
Reproduced with permission ot the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
added. The algorithm generated cyclic joint space motion for a specified cyclic cartesian 
path and yielded solution for dual redimdant robots manipulating a common object. . Li 
and Trabia (1996) addressed the problem using a sequence o f non-linear programming 
problems, where the objective was to minimize the distance between the current location 
on the end-effector and the desired location. They added two penalty functions to avoid 
obstacle and link-link collision, respectively. Zhou and Nguen (1997) formulated the 
problem as to find an input vector for the direct kinematics system of equations on a 
given time interval and in an admissible region to track the redundant robot along the 
desired cartesian path. They used the Pontryagin Maximum Principle with a time 
performance index to be minimized. A State Space Augmentation Method was 
developed to avoid manipulator joint limits and to achieve the conservation o f  joint 
configuration. Hirakawa and Kawamura (1997) used the consumed electrical energy as 
optimization criteria. They introduced a variational approach with B-Spline functions for 
minimizing the end-effector positional error between the reference and the actual position 
in the workspace coordinates. A sub-performance index was added in the form o f the 
equation that describes the total electrical energy consumed in order to go fi-om one point 
to another. Lin and Chen (1998) also separated the redundancy resolution problem into a 
local equality and inequality constrained optimization problem. The concept was to bind 
the tracking errors o f the end-effector in the permissible zone (considered as a high 
priority task) and to minimize or maximize the cost function corresponding to the 
additional tasks (such as obstacle avoidance and manipulability) at the same time. 
Furthermore, a singularity avoidance was also achieved.
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Genetic Algorithms Methods 
Genetic algorithms are techniques o f  iteratively proposing solution for a given 
problem. If  the proposed solution is close to the desired one, it is kept along with some 
other solutions which are not close to the desired one. A new search starts to find better 
solutions. Given the high number o f joints a redimdant robot can have, other researchers 
noticed in the last recent years the applicability o f the genetic algorithms to the redundant 
robots area. Kubota et al. (1997), developed an application o f  the virus-evolutionary 
genetic algorithm to do a hierarchical path-planning. The hierarchical trajectory planning 
was composed o f a position generator, which generated coUision-firee intermediate 
positions o f the manipulator and a trajectory generator, which selected the best position 
out o f those intermediate positions. The virus-evolutionary genetic algorithm was used in 
both generators. It realized horizontal propagation and vertical inheritance o f genetic 
information in a population o f candidate solutions. A self-adaptive mutation was applied 
to the genetic algorithm for a local search o f the trajectory planning to obtain higher 
performance and a quick solution. Nearchou (1998) solved the inverse kinematics 
problem using a modified genetic algorithm. The algorithm searched for successive 
robot configurations in the entire fi-ee space so that the robot moves its end-effector from 
an initial placement to a final desired. The search was made at both the displacement 
level and the velocity level. An optimization problem was solved in order to minimize 
the end-effector positional error and the robot’s joints displacements. Furthermore, a new 
modified elitist strategy to select the individual chromosomes for reproduction was used.
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Global Approach Methods (Path Planning and Obstacle Avoidance)
Many authors have concentrated their research to more complicated situations, 
where the problem of path planning is solved in the same time with the obstacle 
avoidance, Mayorga et al. (1994) numerically solved a linear system o f equations that 
includes a simple null space vector for obstacle avoidance and an efficient procedure for 
the appropriate damping of the pseudo-inverse matrix. Horsch et al. (1994) used a 
polyhedral description of a robot, load and obstacles. A graph was generated and a 
connection of the sub-graphs was created in the configuration space. The method 
automatically avoided obstacle collision. Mayorga et al. (1995) improved the previous 
presented method by addressing the local minimum problem o f the potential filed 
approach. Conkur and Buckingham (1997) used the Laplacian potential fields in 
conjunction with a local geometrically algorithm of avoiding obstacles. The method used 
a soft contact repulsion technique to overcome the difficulties o f the potential fields 
techniques. It also allowed the manipulator to use more of the available space rather than 
just follow a specific line as close as possible. Ma and Konno (1997) did an analysis of 
the posture space with a serpenoid curve. Three parameters o f such a curve were 
arbitrarily changed in order to describe the robot posture and avoid the obstacles
Biological Analogies Methods 
Human and animal behaviors are good inspiration for redundant robot planning. 
Human arm can be viewed as a redundant robotic arm, having four degrees o f fi-eedom in 
a space where only three degrees of fireedom are needed. This redimdancy allows 
humans to move the elbow without changing the position of the object grasped by the 
hand. Snakes, as well as elephant’s trunk, have a theoretically infinite number o f degrees
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I l
of redundancy, which let them avoid obstacles when moving between two different 
locations.
Researchers exploited the similarities to the biological systems and applied them 
to redundant robots. Gupta and Guo (1992) used a  sequential planning o f the robot’s 
motion. The robot was selecting its own path, and i f  this was not viable, it went back to 
the previous position and chose another path for the previous link.
Agrawal et al. (1994) observed the similarity of the high redundant serial 
manipulators with limited joint motion to the biological spine. Inverse kinematics were 
solved and the results were equally distributed to each joint using a modal summation 
procedure in order to find a solution for inverse kinematics.
Fuzzy-Logic Based Methods
Bagchi and Hatwal (1991) used a fuzzy logic controller to build an algorithm 
capable to avoid obstacles. The controller estimated i f  a collision is imminent and if  so it 
employed a geometric approach to compute the jo in t movements necessary to avoid the 
collision. The case o f moving obstacles was also considered and the results were 
presented for a planar 4 degrees of fi-eedom robot. W ang et al. (1996) proposed a fuzzy 
logic approach in which the desired joint path w as determined based on a relative 
importance various criteria. They optimized the part of pseudo-inverse jacobian which 
does not affect the position of the end-effector, using two performance criteria. A fuzzy 
logic controller was used to decide how much importance to give to each of these criteria.
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The Proposed Method
The objective o f this thesis can be summarized as:
Given the robot initial configuration and the desired path fo r  the end-effector, find the 
configuration which leads the robot in desired position without intensive computations, 
while avoiding collision with obstacles and other links. Report failure i f  task cannot be
completed.
A new method for solving this problem is presented. It uses a combination o f 
fuzzy logic inference techniques, heuristic algorithms and inverse kinematics to plan the 
motion using a point-to-point planning approach. Obstacle avoidance and self-collision 
o f the links are achieved using a fuzzy logic controller and an intuitive algorithm. Joint 
limits and joint velocities are considered in order to describe the mechanical and 
kinematical limitations. The algorithm is tested on a 2-D, 16 degrees o f  freedom robot, 
with serially connected revolute joints.
Chapter 2 will present a description o f  the robot and the environment the in which 
the robot is moving.
Chapter 3 will describe the path planing procedure used to position the robot’s 
end-effector to the desired target point.
Chapter 4 will present a method to avoid the obstacles situated in the robot’s 
workspace, while Chapter 5 will present a method to avoid the self collision o f the links.
Chapter 6 will present examples o f  the previously defined algorithms applied to a 
16 degrees o f freedom robot, and Chapter 7 will conclude the work done throughout the 
thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM AND ENVIRONMENT
Computer simulation presents an inexpensive and fast approach for testing new 
ideas. In the following we will show a way to simulate the robot and its environment in 
such a way that it can be maneuvered by a computer code. The representation has to be 
simple, to minimize the data storage. On the other hand, the computer representation 
needs to be accurate enough to describe the reality.
In this chapter we will present a way o f representing the physical characteristics 
o f  a robot in a computer program.
General Terminology and Considerations
In this thesis, we will consider a two dimensional, serially connected planar 
manipulator. The mechanical movement is provided by its joints, which are considered 
to be revolute. They are actuated usually by electric motors. The joints are connected to 
themselves by rigid regular links. The end-effector, which is performing the main task o f 
the robot, is attached to the last link. Figure 2 represents such a robot. Since the robot is 
an open loop mechanism, the number of degrees of freedom is given by the number of 
joints.
The reachable workspace is the maximum reachable space the robot’s end- 
effector can touch, regardless of its configuration (Sciavicco and Siciliano, 1996).
13
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Throughout this thesis, the word workspace refers to the reachable space. The path to be 
followed by the end-effector is assumed to be defined within the workspace.
Each joint has mechanical limits, which means the joint is restricted to move over 
a certain position, due to the specific design characteristics of the robot. Besides that, the 
electric motor actuating each joint cannot deliver a torque higher than a given value. This 
will impose velocity limits for the joints.
a3
End Effector
Link 2
Link 1
Figure 2 Representation o f a Serially Connected Planar Robot
In order to describe the joint motion, we use Denavit-Hartenberg convention, as 
shown by Sciavicco and Siciliano (1996). Appendix I illustrate a general 3D description 
of the convention. The case o f a two dimensional manipulator made out o f a series of
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rotational joints is presented in Figure 2. Here, the joint angle for the joint j is measured 
from the line that connects the joints j  and j - I . Positive values are considered in 
trigonometric direction. The link length is considered the distance between two 
consecutive joints.
Direct Kinematics
The position o f the end-effector for a serial 2D manipulator is function o f the 
length of each link and the angle value o f each joint:
r  =  ,9„) (2.1)
where,
r: Cartesian position o f the end-effector
6i: angle o f each joint, measured as specified in Figure 2.1
aj: length of each joint, measured as specified in Figure 2.1
n: total number o f joints
The formula o f the function/in equation (2.1) can be derived using trigonometric 
techniques, as a sum o f sinuses and cosines. For a planar manipulator with n joints, 
equation (2.1) can be written as:
r =
\ y )
£ a , . - c o J £ 0 , .
i = l  i = l  /
n  /  n  \
Z a .- ’SiiJ
V i= i  V i = i  J  J
(2 2)
Differential Kinematics
To direct the end-effector to a new location, the joint angles have to be changed 
accordingly. By differentiating the equation (2.2) with the respect to the time, we will get
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a relation between the amount o f change o f  the joint angles and the change o f the position 
vector r . Equation (2.3) shows this correlation:
'5 8 , '
8f =
'6x
.Sy, V
T I ' T
• ' 1.1 • '1 . 2  ] • ' l . n
J T I T
• '2 . 1  • ' 2 .2  I • ' 2 . n
68,
60 n - I
l 68 ,
(2.3)
where the terms J/j are described as follows:
Ji.i = Ë  s in (X  6 j)
j = i  y1=1 V 
/ \ (2.4)
aj •cos(X 0j)
i = l  V j = l  /
The 2 x n  matrix in the right side o f  the equation is known as the jacobian matrix. 
It is useful for determining singular configuration o f the robot, analyzing redundancy, 
determining inverse kinematics algorithms, describing the necessary torques at joints and 
for deriving the dynamic equations of motion.
Computer Representation o f  the Robot and its Environment 
An accurate computer representation o f the links and joints can be made for a 
computer code, since the geometrical characteristics are known beforehand. However, 
this is not the case o f the obstacles. The obstacles laying in the workspace usually have a 
very irregular shapes. Their geometry can be far more complex than the links’ geometry. 
In this thesis, we will consider the geometry o f  the obstacle to be known through devices 
like cameras or sensors mounted on the robot.
A computer simulation can be done using the real geometrical dimensions o f the 
links and joints and a very precise representation o f the obstacle. This will result in a
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very accurate simulation, but at the cost o f a very high computational time. This is 
especially the case o f  redundant robots which have a very high number o f  joints. Since 
this is unacceptable, we need to choose a way to represent the robot in a computer 
program such that the accuracy is not lost and the computational time is minimum.
Since the whole environment is made out o f parts interacting to each other, 
modification of one part vnll affect the other parts. This means that i f  we choose to 
modify the links representation from the real shape and geometry, we also have to modify 
the joints representation and the obstacles representation. In order to adapt the actual 
shape o f the links and joints such that they are used efficiently in a computer program, we 
will use a technique called “robot shrinkage and obstacle expansion” (Trabia, 1993).
Computer Representation o f the Robot 
As mentioned before, the links and joints can have different shapes and 
dimensions. We will represent the link y as a straight line connecting the rotation axis of 
the joint j  and the rotation axis o f joint y+7, disregarding the actual link geometry, as 
presented in Figure 3. A straight line connecting the joint n and the end-effector will 
represent the last joint. Only points will represent the joints.
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Linkj+1
Link j Joint j+2
Joint j-!-1
Joint j
Simplified 
representation 
of joint j + 2
Simplified 
representation 
ofjoint j + 1
Simplified 
representation 
ofjoint j
Simplified 
representation 
o f linkj+ 1
Simplified 
representation of 
the link j
Simplified 
representation 
o f link j + 1
Simplified 
representation of 
the link j
Figure 3. Computer Representation of 2 Links and 3 Joints Serially Connected with 
Arbitrary Geometry in the Link Shrinkage/Obstacle Expansion Approach
This will reduce the link representation in the computer program to the 
representation of only two points: the base point o f the link (joint j  or joint n for the last 
link) and the end point (joint y+J or the end-effector). In the two dimensional case this 
means storing four numbers (2 points x 2 coordinates for each point), while the three 
dimensional case will require storing of six numbers (2 points x 3 coordinates for each 
point). Note that this kind o f representation does not require separate storage space for 
joints, since those numbers are already described by the links. Also, there is no necessity 
to store information about the geometrical shape o f  the links.
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Since the whole body o f the link is reduced to only a straight line, we can say that 
“it had shrinked”.
Computer Representation o f  Obstacles 
The complexity o f the obstacles will lead us to consider them in a simplified 
representation. Shapes an obstacle can have are not always relevant for the path-planning 
task. This is the case o f concave-shaped obstacles, where the inside cavity is not always 
important to the path, especially if  it is narrower than the minimum thickness o f the 
robot’s link. Therefore, we decide to connect the edges o f the cavity if such a cavity 
exists. Figure 4 illustrates such a case.
dmin
Original shape 
of the obstacle
Modified shape 
of the obstacle
d2
Figure 4. Modified Representation of a Concave Obstacle with the Concavity Width
Narrower than the Minimum Link Width
We will assume the obstacle representation to take form o f polygons, which are 
line segments connected by vertices. A polygon can be used to wrap any type o f  two- 
dimensional irregular closed object. The polygon can be concave or convex, depending 
on the desired degree o f accuracy. If  lower accuracy is needed, then a convex shape 
would be enough to represent the obstacle. This shape disregards the local inner cavities
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of the obstacle, even if  the robot might be able to use those spaces (see the Figure 4, 
where the cavity described by the distance d2 can be used as a workspace). A concave 
type o f polygon would give a greater accuracy in the representation o f the obstacle, but in 
the same time it would require more data to be analyzed and more processing time. Since 
the computational time is already high in the case of redundant robots, we will consider 
the obstacles already represented by convex polygons, as seen in Figure 5.
The representation in Figure 5 has been selected such that the polygon has a 
minimum number o f sides, but no less than four. We consider that a polygon with three 
or four sides gives a representation o f  the obstacle with enough accuracy. However, this 
is only an arbitrary selection of representing the given obstacle. Polygons with higher or 
lower sides o f  obstacles may be selected for the obstacle, according to a particular robot 
task.. The higher the number of sides the polygon has, the better the accuracy o f the 
simulation, so there is still room for increasing o f accuracy, if  this is necessary.
Original shape
of the obstacle Modified shape
Final shape of
of the obstacle, 
due to the 
narrow cavity
the obstacle, 
modified due to 
convex 
representation
Figure 5 Modified Representation o f an Obstacle by a Convex Polygon
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The links shrinkage leads to a problem. Since in this representation the link does 
not have a thickness anymore, the computer program can wrongly infer that it can place it 
very close to the obstacle without intersecting it. This might be the case when the real 
situation would show a link-obstacle intersection.
We need to take account o f this situation, and to modify the obstacles such that 
the link will “sense” the intersection. This is done by the “obstacle expansion” technique. 
After each obstacle i have been modified such that it is described by convex polygons, it 
will expanded into n obstacles, where n is the number of joints. As seen in Figure 6, the 
maximum distance between the line connecting the axes o f the two joints and the exterior 
surface of the link gives the expansion distance.
Line connecting the rotation 
axis of joints j and j + 1
linkj
Obstacle expansion distance=max(dl,d2)=dl
Figure 6. The Expansion Distance Necessary for the Obstacle Expansion
Each joint will give the same expansion distance for all the obstacles, while all the 
obstacles will have n shapes, according to the joint they are referring to. Figure 7 
presents the representation o f  obstacles in the Link Shrinkage/Obstacle Expansion 
approach.
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Expanded 
obstacle for 
link j + 2
Expanded 
obstacle for 
linkj
Expanded 
obstacle for 
linkj+ 1
Modified
obstacle
Figure 7. Representation o f Obstacles in the Link Shrinkage/Obstacle Expansion
Approach
Figure 8 presents the overall representation of the robot after applying the link 
shrinkage/obstacle expansion technique.
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Link j+1
Link j Joint j+2
Joint j+1
Joint j
Obstacle i
Simplified 
representation 
o f link j + 1
Simplified 
representation of 
the linkj
Modified 
Obstacle i
Expanded 
obstacle i for 
link j
Expanded 
obstacle i for 
link j + 1
Figure 8 Representation o f Robot and Obstacles in the Link Shrinkage/Obstacle
Expansion Approach
The “robot shrinkage and obstacle expansion” is carried out at the beginning o f 
the program, before the path planning is done. This simplifies the computer code and 
minimizes the computational time.
Discretization of the Paths 
The path the robot’s end-effector is required to follow will be made out o f a 
number of segments. I f  the required path would have a shape other than straight line, it
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will always be possible to approximate that path with one made out o f line segments. 
The path segments are described using a starting point and an ending point.
In this thesis we will consider the so-called “point-to-point” path planning, where 
the robot is forced to move from one point to another. The discretization o f the path is 
arbitrary, the only limitation being that the points on the path have to be close enough 
such that the behavior o f the robot in between the points does not affect the robot’s 
limitations, like joint velocity limits.
The path is discretized in a number o f intermediate points and the robot is 
instructed to follow them, from the first point to he last one. Figure 9 describes such a 
path.
Point 2 on Path Segment 2 End Point for Path Segment 2 
Start Point for Path Segment 3
Point 1 on Path Segment 2
Point 1 on Path Segment 3
End Point for 
Path Segment 1 
Start Point for 
Path Segment 2
Point 2 on Path Segment 3
End point on 
Path Segment 3
Path Segment 1
Path Segment 2
Path Segment 3
Point 2 on Path Segment 1
Point 1 on Path Segment 1
Start Point on 
Path Segment 1
Figure 9 Representation o f Robot and Obstacles in the Link Shrinkage/Obstacle
Expansion Approach
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CHAPTER 3
PATH PLANNING USING FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH
The main purpose for path planning is making the robot’s end-effector to follow a 
given path. This is mainly the function o f inverse kinematics, as described in Chapter 1. 
In this chapter a new approach for inverse planning o f kinematics for a redundant robot 
will be presented. It uses a combination of fuzzy logic inference techniques, heuristic 
decisions and inverse kinematics to plan the motion using a point-to-point planning 
approach.
New Approach for Solving Inverse Kinematics
The objective of this thesis, as described in Chapter 1 can be mathematically 
summarized as:
Find a vector o f  joint displacements 50 fo r  a redundant robot such that its end-effector is 
positioned at a desired target point. Report i f  failure occurs.
In other words this means solving the inverse kinematics problem for a redxmdant 
robot. Solving inverse kinematics for a non-redundant robot is not a very complicated 
task. Several types o f solutions are available (Sciavicco, Siciliano,1996). They are easy 
to follow and to input in a computer program. In the same time the solution directs the
25
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end-effector to the desired point theoretically without error, the only limitation being the 
computer characteristics.
Conversely, the same cannot be said about redundant robots. Infinite solutions 
are possible in this case and we have to choose one o f  them that best match our needs. 
Several observations can be made when trying to plan the inverse kinematics for a 
redundant robot. It is reasonable to state that it is not necessary to move all joints in 
order to move the end-effector to the desired location. Moving first the most outboard 
joints is desirable since it usually requires less energy in the case of a serial manipulator. 
This may become impossible due to the one or more o f  the following reasons, even if  a 
theoretical solution exists:
1. The robot configuration does not allow it to move to the desired point (e.g. the 
robot configuration becomes very close to reach a singularity position)
2. The required joint motion conflicts with the joint mechanical limits
3. The joint displacement limits for one or more joints are overtaken
4. The required joint motion conflicts with one or more obstacles (*)
If one or more of those situations (*) appear, we will refer to it as an unfeasible 
solution fo r inverse kinematics. We have to activate the next pair of inner joints when 
one or more cases shown above appear. However, if  the theoretical solution is not 
limited by any o f the situations (*) and the robot can go to the desired point without 
activating other joints, we will call it a feasible solution fo r  inverse kinematics.
Moving the first two outboard joints, n and n-I, such that the end-effector goes to 
a desired location is a problem easy to be solved using trigonometric methods. Appendix 
IV presents in detail one of the methods. Inverse kinematics techniques give us a unique
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solution for the 50 vector required for two joints to move to the next target point. When 
one or more cases (*) illustrated above appear, next inner joint n-2 will be activated in the 
same manner in order to make the end-effector moving to the next target point. That 
means we have to solve inverse kinematics for a three degrees of freedom robot, with the 
base at the joint n-2 and the links a„, a„.i and a„.2 . The notations are fully described in 
Appendix I.
Another observation that can be made is that the closer to the robot’s base the 
joint is the higher the energy necessary to move it. This will suggest us to “pass” some o f 
the energy used by the inner joints to the outer joints. Or, in other words, we will let the 
outer joints have more movement than the inner joints. Since after the first outboard pair 
o f joints has reached one or more of the situations described above and the control is 
transferred to the next pair o f joints, it is reasonable not to “forget” about the first outer 
joint, n. We will assign some movement to it in order to make the job o f the third joint 
easier. This will be done using a Fuzzy Logic Controller.
After a displacement 60, has been assigned to the joint j ,  we will determine the 
direction in which this has to be moved. The assumption we will make here is that we 
need to make the joint moving towards the target point. The logic is as follows:
I f  the angle between the joint j  and the target point is greater than the angle o f  
orientation o f  the link J, move the joint in positive direction: 
else, move the jo int in negative direction 
or, in mathematical terms and using the notations in Figure 3.1,
I f  (^linkj > t^argetpointj) then (move -Ôdj) (3.1)
I f  (^linkj < t^arget point j) then (move +BQj)
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The situation is described in Figure 10, where the joint j - I  has to be moved in 
positive direction, while joint J  has to be moved in negative direction:
/ Target Point
Linkj
Link j - 1
Plinkj
iPlinkj-l'target
point, i
Figure 10. Determining the Direction in which a Joint has to be Moved
After this has been done inverse kinematics will be solved for joints n-I and n-2, 
and, if  one o f the cases (*) appears, the process will be repeated imtil a feasible solution 
is foimd or until joint I  have been tried to move and imfeasible solution has been found 
for it.
Fuzzy Logic Controller for Inverse Kinematics
The position of the robot at one instance gives the relation (2.2). It can be written 
as a system o f linear equations:
I  *^ 1,1 +  “^ 1.2 ' ^ ^ 2  +  '■■+‘^1.7.
where n is the number o f degrees of fireedom o f the basic
(3.2)
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The system has only two equations while the number o f unknowns is higher than 
two, since the robot is redundant. It is an imdetermined system o f linear equations. 
Finding a feasible solution 88 for this system will result in a 0 vector which will 
position the end effector to the desired location given by the vector r=flr+8x. y+5y).
One can notice that the coefficients J,j in the equation (3.2) are fully determined 
and the vector (5x, 5y) is supplied by the user. Also, we can make the observation that if 
8x is required to be positive medium, and J 1 2  is a positive medium number, then it is a 
good idea to assign a medium big number for 802- Similarly, i f  8x is required by the user 
to be of the zero order and the term of the jacobian J/.j is a positive big number, it would 
be appropriate to move the joint 3 o f the robot with an angle in the medium order. Those 
statements can be summarized as:
I f  (hx is positive medium) and J i j  (is positive medium)
Then (80? is medium big).
I f  (bx is zero) and J / ? (is positive big)
Then (80? is medium).
These relations are summarized in Table I for all the cases when the terms Jij and 
80y be in the following ranges:
Small (S), medium small (MS), medium (M), zero (Z), medium big (MB) and big (B)
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TABLE I
Fuzzy Logic Rules for 50j for the Inverse Kinematics Fuzzy Controller
8x or 8y—> 
Jij 4^
NS MS Z PM PB
NS B B M S S
NM MB MB M MS MS
Z M M M M M
PM MS MS M MB MB
PB S S M B B
Each pair o f  numbers (ôx or 5y, Jij) will give us one value for ô0y. Consequently, 
we will use n fuz2y  logic controllers to assign values for the joint displacements, one 
controller for each joint.
The membership sets for the input variables Jij are shown in Figure 11. The 
membership sets for the input variables 5x or 8y are shown in Figure 12, while the 
membership sets for the output variables are shown in Figiue 13. The membership sets 
will be equally distributed between the limit values [Jq-, minim; J j, maxim], [5x or 8x, 
minim; 8x or 8x, maxim] and [80/, minim; 80y, maxim], respectively. They will be of 
Gaussian type, according to the formula:
-(x-cr
(3.3)
where:
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jj.= the degree of membership o f the variable (the membership function)
c= center of the variable set
CT= parameter which controls the shape o f the membership function
x= current point on the membership function
The defuzzyfication will be done using a centroid method (see Appendix II).
Degree o f 
Membership
1
0.8
0.6
NS PM PBNM0.4
0.2
0
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Jjj , minim Ji.j, maxim
Figure 11 Membership Sets for Input Variable J,j in the Jacobian Equation
The values of Jjj , minim and Jij , maxim are determined using equations (2.4), 
where the values for the angles are the upper and lower limits each joint is capable of. 
They will be different according to their location in the jacobian matrix.
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Degree of 
Membership
1
0.8 0.8
0.6 0.6
NS NM PM PB
0.4 0 .4
0.2 0.2
0
5x or 5y, minim 5x or 5y, maxim
Figure 12 Membership Sets for Input Variable 6x or ôy in the Jacobian Equation
The values 5x or ôy, minim and ô.r or  ôy, maxim are pre-determined by the user. 
They represent x  and y  coordinates o f the target point, in a frame with the origin to the 
actual position of the end-effector, as described in Figure 14.
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Degree o f 
Membership
1
0.8 -  0.8
0.6 -  0.6
MS MB0.4 _ 0.4
0.2 -  0.2
0
50j, minim 50j, maxim
Figure 13 Membership Sets for Output Variable S0j in the Jacobian Equation
The values for 80„, minim and 80„, maxim for the most outboard joint are 
determined using inverse kinematics. The ranges of the fuzzy logic controller whose 
output is 80/./ we will be determined by scaling 80„, minim and 80„, maxim, using the 
formulae:
j.nux =  5 0  n .m «
5 0 /.min =  5 9 n ,m in
1
n
n
(3.4)
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Target Point
Actual Position o f 
the End-Effector
5x
5y
Figure 14 The Values for ôx and ôy to be Input in the Jacobian Fuzzy Logic Controller
The selection o f 00„ we will be done using the terms of the first equation, e.g. 
and 5x. Then, the product will be shifted to the other side of both equations of the
system (3.2) and added to 8x and ôy, respectively. I f  inverse kinematics will fail to find a 
feasible solution for the next pair o f inner joints n-1 and n-2, the selection of ô0„./ will be 
done based o f  the terms o f the second equation, e.g. the terms Jz.n-i and Ôy will be input to 
the corresponding fuzzy logic controller. When 00„./ will be determined, it will be 
shifted to the other side o f both equations and added to the terms in that side. The whole 
process will be repeated.
After we use the Fuzzy Logic Control to assign displacement values for the joints 
that cannot be activated by the inverse kinematics algorithm, the next iruier joint will be 
activated. If  inverse kinematics will fail, the process will continue with the following
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inner joints until a feasible solution is found. If  no feasible solution is found for any of 
the pair c f  joints, then the problem cannot be solved with the given restrictions.
The algorithm described above is illustrated in Figure 15.
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k=l
input Ô X ,  ôy 
input 0 (k)
k=k+l
j=N
-E; -sini
i s  I
a,.-cos(X 0j)j=i
Use equations (IV. 1-9) to calculate 
ô0j(k+l)and 50j.,(k+l)
NoNo solution 
for equations 
(IV. 1-9) ?
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
0j.,(k-l)+50j.,(k)> 0j.' j - I  lim it
or
0j(k-l)+60j(k)>0j,wt No
Figure 15 Inverse Kinematics Algorithm for a Redundant Robot (part I)
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Report
Failure
No YesIs j= l?
j=j-l
Determine the 
sign o f 50j
Select 5Qj  ^using FLCj
Figure 15 Inverse Kinematics Algorithm for a Redundant Robot (part II)
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CHAPTER 4 
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
In the previous chapter a solution for solving inverse kinematics was proposed. 
The solution will be able to guide the end-effector on a desired path, disregarding any 
obstacle that might be located in the robot’s workspace. We have to remember that the 
redundant robots are built is to exploit their ability to work in environments cluttered with 
obstacles. In this chapter we will present a method o f avoiding the obstacles while the 
end-effector still follows the desired path.
Brief Description of the Obstacle Avoidance Approach
We will define a dangerous distance near the obstacles, in which the robot’s links 
are allowed to be present. When one or more joints are located fully or partly in the 
dangerous area, we have to instruct them to move away from that area.
The situation is shown in Figure 16. We can see that joints j  and j+1  are situated 
partly in the dangerous area, which is hatched. Joints J-1 and J+2 are in a safe distance 
from the obstacle. The conclusion is that we have to move joints J  and J+1 away from the 
hatched area.
38
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Dnagerous area
Jointj- 1
Obstacle
Joint]
Joint j+1
Joint j+2
Figure 16 Definition o f the Dangerous Area in the Vicinity o f Obstacles
There are limitations as a result o f creating the dangerous area in this way. When 
two or more lines make out an obstacle, a blind area appears at the intersection of the 
lines, as seen in Figure 17. Joints j  and j+1  are situated very close to the obstacle. The 
algorithm will sense that the joint J  is too close to the obstacle, but it will not feel the 
same about the joint J+1, which is situated at the comer of the obstacle. A joint situated 
in this region will not be detected as being in the dangerous area. As a conclusion, we 
have to extend the obstacle sides with a length equal to the width o f  the dangerous area, 
in order to cover the above described blind spot, as shown in Figure 18.
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Dangerous Area of 
the Side 3 o f the 
Obstacle, length L3
Side 2 o f the 
Obstacle, 
length Lz
Computer 
Representation 
o f the Obstacle
Jomt j+1
Dangerous Area of 
the Side 2 o f the 
Obstacle
m^tr
Side 1 o f the 
Obstacle
Dangerous Area 
of the Side 1 of 
the Obstacle 
length L4
Robot
Joint j
Blind Areas at 
the Comers
Joint j+2
Figure 17 The Blind Area at the Comer of the Obstacle
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Side 1 of the 
ObstacleDangerous Area o f the Side 3 o f the Obstacle, 
length 2*dmm Lj
Dangerous Area 
of the Side 1 of 
the Obstacle 
length 2»dmm *L.
Side 2 o f the 
Obstacle, length 
2 * d m m
Robot
Dangerous Area of 
the Side 2 o f the 
Obstacle
Computer 
Representation 
o f the Obstacle Joint j
Joint j+1
Joint j+2
Figure 18 Extending the Sides of the Obstacle to Cover the Blind Area at the
Comer of the Obstacle
We will create a separate module to handle the obstacle avoidance. The module 
consists o f two parts. The first part is the Obstacle Detection Module, where the 
computer will be able to detect the proximity of one or more links to one or more 
obstacles. If  such the distance is too close, then a second module, called Obstacle 
Avoidance Module, is triggered in order to move the link away from the obstacle. The
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algorithm starts by moving the link away from the obstacle if  the link is situated in the 
dangerous area. The end-effector motion is achieved by other joints through inverse 
kinematics. The Obstacle Avoidance Module will be triggered when the robot reaches 
the dangerous area. As stated above, the robot is allowed to move in this area, but it has 
to do it such that it does not collide with the obstacle. Eventually the computer program 
will detect a collision with the obstacle using the algorithm described in Appendix HI, 
and will report the fact that the obstacle is touched.
Obstacle Detection Module 
The situation when an obstacle interfere with the desired movement of a link is 
described in Figure 19. The links and the obstacles involved are represented from the 
computer point of view, as described in Chapter 2, where their depiction differs from the 
real life. The closeness o f a link to an obstacle is defined by two variables, dmm and P,y.
The distance dmm between the obstacles and the link can be evaluated using 
sensors situated on the link. The geometry of the obstacle can be determined in the same 
manner, using the data collected from those sensors. The angle p,7 +/ can be calculated 
since the position of the link and the geometrical characteristics o f the obstacle are 
known. When the distance dmin is less than a predetermined value (e.g. it is in the 
dangerous area), the Obstacle Avoidance Module has to be activated such that the robot 
does not collide with the obstacle.
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Simplified 
representation of 
the joint j+1
P i j - I
Simplified 
representation 
o f link j
Simplified 
representation of 
the link j-1
Modified 
Obstacle i
Simplified 
representation of 
the joint j-1
Simplified 
representation 
o f the joint j
Expanded 
obstacle for 
Iinkj-1
Expanded 
obstacle i for 
link j
dmin = minimum distance between the obstacle i 
and the link j.
Pij = the angle between the direction o f link j 
and the smallest line starting from a point on the 
link and normal to the obstacle i.
Figure 19 Variables that Describe The Proximity of a Link to an Obstacle
We can see in Figure 19 that only one side of the obstacle is about to be touched 
by the link. This will reduce our problem to the problem of detecting the intersection of 
two lines, one being the computer representation o f the link, and the other being the 
computer representation o f one side o f the obstacle. We will analyze this using the 
parametric intersection of two lines. The parameters (3/^ +/ and dmin will be replaced by 
two other parameters, u and w, which will be used later to take a proper decision for 
moving the link such that it does not touch the obstacle.
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In order to handle the case described in Figure 19 we have to calculate the 
physical distance between the segments. The proximity of the two lines can be evaluated 
by measuring the normal distances between the joint and the segment representing the 
side o f the obstacle, as shown in Figure 20. If  this distance is less than a minimum 
allowable distance between link and obstacle, then the Obstacle Avoidance Module will 
be triggered.
Joint j= i
Line
representation 
o f link j
^normal
Joint j
w
Line representation 
of the side of 
obstacle i
Figure 20 Evaluation o f the Distance Between Two line Segments 
Note that only evaluating the physical distance between lines cannot be effective 
in the case of intersecting segments. Figure 21 shows such a case.
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Segment of the obstacle
Joint j+1, case 1
Joint j+1,case 2
Link, case 2
Link, case I
Joint j, case 1 
and case 2
Figure 21 Evaluation of the Distance Betv/een Two Line Segments
We can see that even that both distances di and di are greater than the minimum 
distance dmin, by simply measuring d/ and d2 for both joints j  and j+ I  we are not able to 
detect that the link segment and the segment of the obstacle intersect in the case 2.
The conclusion is that we have to use another algorithm in order to detect the 
proximity o f the links to the obstacle.
In order to evaluate the severity o f the intersection between the links and the 
obstacles, we will use the parametric representation o f the two lines, as described in 
Appendix IE. We will evaluate the intersection parameters u and w in the equation (HI.?)
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and will get a measure o f how close to collision are the link and the obstacle (see 
Appendix HI).
However, only evaluating the intersection parameters does not guarantee that the 
line segments are situated far enough. I f  for instance, the segments are about to be 
parallel, but situated very close to each other, this algorithm will not be able to trigger the 
Obstacle Avoidance Module o f the computer code. In Figure 22 we can see that even if 
the parameters u and w are higher than 2, the distance d,j+i might be smaller than the 
acceptable distance dmin between links and obstacle.
Line
representation 
o f link j+I
w
Line representation 
of the side of 
obstacle i
Figure 22 Evaluation of the Segment Parameters of two lines does not Ensure that the
Segments are far enough
The Obstacle Detection Module of the computer program will evaluate 
simultaneously the parameters ug and for each pair ('link side o f  the obstacle) and
the distance between each joint and side o f the obstacles. There are two cases when the 
Obstacle Avoidance Module has to be activated:
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1. the parameters Uij and are in the ranges (-<»,-1] U [2,+ oo) and the minimum 
distance measured is less than the allowable distance between the links and obstacle
2. the parameters Uij and w,-y are in the range [-1,2]
When one o f those cases will be encountered, the pair (link <r> side o f  the 
obstacle) will be saved. Thus, a vector of links that are in dangerous area o f an obstacle 
will be created.
Obstacle Avoidance Module 
When an obstacle is detected using the method described above, the Obstacle 
Avoidance Module o f the computer program is triggered. The module will move away 
from the obstacles the corresponding links saved by the Obstacle Detection Module. In 
the following we will refer only at the intersection between one link and one side o f an 
obstacle. The conclusions can be extended to handle more links and more obstacles.
The Obstacle Avoidance Module has to manage two tasks: it has to determine the 
direction in which the link has to be moved such that it will avoid the obstacle, and it has 
to establish the magnitude o f the movement.
When establishing the direction of movement, a situation similar to that in Figure 
23 is evaluated. The principle is to make the link and the obstacle parallel.
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Line
representation 
o f  link J-Î-1
Plinfc
Pobstacle
Line representation 
of the side of 
obstacle i
Figure 23 Determining the Direction in Which a Link has to Move when it is Close to an
Obstacle
We evaluate the angle orientation o f the link, ^unk, and o f the side of the obstacle, 
o^bstacle, with the respect to the main frame. If  ^ unk>^obstacle then we have to move the link 
in positive direction. Otherwise, we will move the link in negative direction.
In order to determine the necessary displacement magnitude, we can make the 
following observations:
I f  (minimum distance between the link and the side o f  the obstacle) is big then (move the 
link away from  the obstacle with a small angle displacement)
I f  (minimum distance between the link and the side o f  the obstacle) is small then (move 
the link away from the obstacle with a big angle displacement)
Those two observations lead us to the conclusion that we can use a Fuzzy Logic 
Controller to determine the necessary joint speed. The rules are outlined in Table II.
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TABLEE
Fuzzy Logic Rules for Determining the Joint Displacement Necessary to Move the Link
Away from the Obstacle
If the Distance is:
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Medium
Big
Big
Then the Angle 
Displacement 50 is:
Very
Big
Medium
Big
Medium
Medium
Small
Very Small
The fuzzy membership functions are presented in Figure 24 (for the input) and 
Figure 25 (for the amount o f angle as an output).
Degree of 
membership
1
0.8 0.8
0.6 0.6
Medium
Small
Small Medium
Big
Medium Big
0.4 0.4
0.2 0.2
0
0 E
Figure 24 Fuzzy Membership Functions for the Distance from the Obstacle as an Input
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Here, e represents either the parameter u taken from the parametric intersection 
analysis of the link and the segment o f  the obstacle, or the normal distance between the 
joint and the segment o f the obstacle, divided by the minimum allowable distance.
BigSmall
0.8 0.8Medium
Big
0.6 0.6
Medium
0.4 0.4
Medium
Small
0.2 0.2
0
0 58.»
Figure 25 Fuzzy Membership Functions for the Necessary Joint Displacement as an
Output
The important feature of this Fuzzy-Logic Controller is that the membership 
functions for the output are not symmetrically aligned. The distribution shown in Figure 
24 will result in a 50 function which conserves the logic presented above: if  the link is 
close to the obstacle, move it with big angle, and if  it is far from it, move it with small 
angle. This description will be clearer if  we take a look at the resulting function, as seen 
in Figure 26.
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Joint Displacement 
Angle
Distance from 
Obstacle
Figure 26 The Angle Magnitude for Obstacle Avoidance as Function Resulting from 
Obstacle Avoidance Fuzzy Logic Controller
The logic o f  the Obstacle Avoidance Module is described in the Figure 27. The 
module will be integrated into the main program.
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50k“ =O, k=O...N
i j=N 
I i=j-2
yesAre links j  and 
i too close?
Use Self-Avoidance 
Module to find
setu"
No
No
i=i-l
No
i=I?
j=2?
Yes
Update the vector 
58k:
8 e r  = I s e t ' '
Figure 27 Flow Chart for the Obstacle Avoidance Module, at Step k, part I
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r
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j=N
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Use the Obstacle 
Avoidance Module find 
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Are link j  and side s 
of the obstacle m too 
close?
s=s+l
m=m+I
Figure 27 Flow Chart for the Obstacle Avoidance Module, at Step k, part II
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While 68kW  and 50k'^‘?tO 
abs(ô0invp)<abs(ô0k‘’) 
and
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Yes
No
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for the configuration given 
by 0k-i+60k
Figure 27 Flow Chart for the Obstacle Avoidance Module, at Step k, part in
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CHAPTER 5 
SELF COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Path planning and obstacle avoidance problems have been solved in the previous 
chapters. The robot may find feasible configurations for a given path, but given the high 
number o f joints, the configuration it selects may lead to collision between its links. In 
this chapter we present an algorithm which will handle this situation. We will create a 
separate module o f to avoid the self-collision. The algorithm is similar to the Obstacle 
Avoidance in several aspects. It will use a Self-Collision Detection Module to detect the 
proximity o f  any of the links. Since all consecutive links have mechanical stops, they 
cannot collide. Therefore, the Collision Detection Module evaluates the possibility o f 
collision o f a link j  with all other links except the links j-1  and j+1. When two non- 
adjacent links become too close, the Self-Collision Avoidance Module is triggered.
Self-Collision Detection Module
In the Self-Collision Detection Module, the computer will be able to detect the 
proximity o f  one or more links to other links. The module is activated before path 
planning calculations and its output will be used by the Self-Collision Module.
The situation when two links interfere with each other is described in Figure 27. 
The links involved are represented fi-om the computer point o f  view, as described in
55
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link j  and m can be evaluated using sensors situated on the link. The angle can be 
calculated since the positions o f the links are known. When the distance dmm is less than 
a predetermined value, the Self-Collision Avoidance Module has to be activated such that 
the links do not collide. We can see in Figure 28 that our problem is to detect the 
closeness o f two lines representing the computer representation o f the links.
Simplified 
representation 
o f link j
Simplified 
representation of 
the link j-1
Simplified 
representation 
o f link m
dmin = minimum distance between the link j  and 
the link m.
Pij = the angle between the direction of link j 
and the smallest line starting from a point on the 
link j and normal to the link m.
Figure 28 Variables that Describe The Proximity of Two Links
The proximity of the two lines can be evaluated by measuring the four distances 
between the ends o f the segments as shown in Figure 29. If the minimum of those 
distances is less than a minimtun allowable distance between links, then the Self 
Collision Avoidance Module will be triggered.
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Line
representation 
o f link j
Line representation 
of the link m
‘j - i
Figure 29 Evaluation of the Distance Between Two line Segments
Note that only evaluating the physical distance between lines cannot be effective 
in the case o f intersecting segments. Figure 30 shows such a case.
Link j
Link m, case 2
Link na, case 1
Figure 30 Evaluation o f the Distance Between 2 line Segments is not Able to Prevent
Link Collision
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We can see that even that all distances di ... d6 are greater than the minimtun 
distance dmin, by simply measuring d\ ... d^ we are not able to detect that the links 
intersect in the second case.
The conclusion is that we have to use another algorithm in order to detect the 
proximity o f  the links to the obstacle.
We will consider the algorithm described in the Appendix H. Using the notations 
in Appendix II and in Figure 31, we need to solve the system o f equations (5.1);
i ;„ i . ; ^  ^ f i n i s h  l in k  m ^ s t a r t  lin k  f  Ur,v ; X
=  W
■start_Iink_j start _link_m
y start_link j  5^start link m.
-  U-
finish _ltnk_j start _ link _j
\  y  finish link_j y  start _ link j /
(5.1)
V y  finish_link_m Ystart_link_my
Once again, u is the intersection parameter of the link J, and w is the intersection 
parameter o f  the link m.
By solving the system o f equations (5.1), we will get some values for the 
intersection parameters u and w. The meanings of the results are fully described in Table 
III in the Appendix II.
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Line
representation 
of link j
Y a m  link
y fin ish  l in k ]
Line representation 
of the link m
Y s ta n  link  
y fin ish  lin k  m
Figure 31 Parametric Representation of Links j  and m
However, only evaluating the intersection parameters does not guarantee that the 
line segments are situated far enough. If, for instance, the segments are about to be 
parallel, but situated very close to each other, this algorithm will not be able to trigger the 
Self-Collision Avoidance Module o f  the computer code. In Figure 32 we can see that 
even if  the parameters u and w  are higher than 2, the distance dij+j might be smaller than 
the acceptable distance dmin between links.
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Line
representation 
of link j
w
Line representation 
o f the link m
Figure 32 Evaluation o f the Segment Parameters of two lines does not Ensure that the
Segments are far enough
The Self-Collision Detection Module o f  the computer program will evaluate 
simultaneously the parameters and Wy „ for each pair o f non-adjacent links and the 
distances between each end of the non-adjacent links. There are two cases when the Self- 
Collision Avoidance Module has to be activated:
1. the parameters Uij and are in the ranges (-<»,-1] U  [ 2 , + o o )  and the minimum 
distance measured is less than the allowable distance between the links
2. the parameters uq- and w,y are in the range [-1,2]
When one of those cases will be encountered, the pair o f links will be saved.
Self-Collision Avoidance Module 
When two links are too close to each other, the Self-Collision Avoidance Module 
o f the computer program is triggered. The module will move away the links with higher 
index number from the ones with lower index number, as defined by the Self-Collision 
Avoidance Module. The computer program will eventually report the fact that the two or
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more links intersect. In the following we will refer only at the intersection between two 
links. The conclusions can be extended to handle more links.
The Self-collision Avoidance Module has to manage two tasks: it has to 
determine the direction in which the link has to be moved such that it will avoid the 
obstacle, and it has to establish the magnitude o f the movement.
When establishing the direction o f movement, a situation similar to that in Figure 
33 is evaluated. The principle is to make the links to be parallel.
Line
representation 
o f link j
Plinkj
Plinku
Line representation 
o f the link m
Figure 33 Determining the Direction in Which a Link has to Move when it is Close to
another Link
We evaluate the angle orientation of the link j ,  ^u„kj, and o f the link m, ^unkm, with 
the respect to the main frame. If  u^„k j  > ^unk m then we have to move the link m in 
positive direction. Otherwise, we will move the link in negative direction.
In order to determine the necessary angle speed, we can make the following 
observations:
•  if  the minimum distance between the links is big, then a small angle change is needed 
to move the link away from the other link
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• if  the minimum distance between the links is small, then a big angle change is needed 
to move the link away from the other link
Those two observations lead us to the conclusion that we can use a Fuzzy Logic 
Controller to determine the necessary joint speed. The rules are outlined in Table III.
TABLE in
Fuzzy Logic Rules for Determining the Angle Speed Necessary to Move the Link Away
from Another Link
If  the Distance is:
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Medium
Big
Big
Then the Angle 
Speed is:
Big Big Medium Small Small
The fuzzy membership functions are presented in Figure 34 (for the input) and 
Figure 35 (for the amount of angle as an output).
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Degree of 
membership
0.8 0.8
0.6 0.6
Medium
Small
Small Medium Medium
Big
Big
0.4 0.4
0.2 0.2
0 E
Figure 34 Fuzzy Membership Functions for the Distance Between Two Links as an Input
Here, e represents either the parameter u taken from the parametric intersection 
analysis o f the links, or the normal distance between the joints divided by the link length.
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Degree of 
Membership
0.8 0.8
0.6 0.6
SmallSmall Big
0.4 0.4
0.2 0.2
0 1 degree
Figure 35 Fuzzy Membership Functions for the Necessary Angle Speed as an Output
The important feature o f this Fuzzy-Logic Controller is that the membership 
functions for the output are not symmetrically aligned. The reason will be more clear if 
we take a look at the resulting function, as seen in Figure 36. We can see that the logic 
described above is conserved:
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Joint
Speed
Distance between 
Two Non-Adjacent 
Link
Figure 36 The Joint Speed as Function Resulting from Obstacle Avoidance Fuzzy Logic
Controller
A Flow Chart describing the functioning o f the Self-Avoidance Module in the 
flow of the whole program is presented in Figure 27.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
In this chapter computer simulations will be presented to illustrate the algorithms 
presented in previous chapters. We will consider a planar manipulator with 16 joints 
serially cormected. The specifications of the robot we use dare summarized in Table IV:
TABLE IV
Specifications for the Robot used in Computer Simulations
Degrees of Freedom 16
Length o f Link 250 mm
Joint Mechanical Limits +90°, -90°
Maximum Change o f Angles 45°
The path will be predetermined and divided into straight path segments. Each 
segment will be discretized into small divisions, thus forming a manifold of target points. 
This was presented in detail in Chapter 2. The robot’s end-effector will be forced to 
move on each target point successively, and this way the whole path will be traveled.
66
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Simulation I
The robot will be forced to follow a path made out by two segments, one 
horizontal and one vertical. There will be no obstacles inside the robot’s workspace. In 
the initial position, the robot will be fully stretched, with exception of the second link, 
which will be at an angle o f  45° with the respect to the first one. The situation is 
presented in Figure 37.
Path segment 1, 
discretized in a 
manifold of 
target points
Path segment 2, 
discretized in a 
manifold of 
target points
Robot
Figure 37 The Robot and the Path for the Simulation I
The path is discretized in points situated at 5 mm apart. The horizontal segment 
has 600 target points, while the vertical segment has 650 target points. In this case the 
Self-Collision Avoidance and the Obstacle Avoidance Module will not be activated.
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Different configurations for initial position and for target steps 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 
and 1231 are plotted in Figures 38 through 44. Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the 
evolution o f the joint angles when the end effector travels the path.
3000
2500
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1000
500
-500
•500 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Figure 38 Simulation I-Robot at Path 
Point 1
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.500
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Figure 40 Simulation I Robot at Path 
Point 400
Figure 39 Simulation I Robot at Path 
Point 200
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
-500 500 1000 1500 2000 2500. 3000
Figure 41 Simulation I Robot at Path 
Point 600
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Figure 42 Simulation I Robot at Path 
Point 800
Figure 43 Simulation I Robot at Path 
Point 1000
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Figure 44 Simulation I Robot at Path 
Point 1231
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Figure 45 Evolution o f  the Joint Angles 1-8 in Simulation I
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Figure 46 Evolution of the Joint Angles 9-16 in Simulation I
Conclusions fo r Simulation I  
The configurations determined by the algorithm for the target points track the 
examples encountered in the nature (elephant trunk or snakes) with the given restrictions 
for joint mechanical limits and angle displacements. We can see that the robot has the 
tendency of being close to a fully stretched posture, for the given limitations. 
Additionally, the robot does not use all the degrees o f fireedom he is capable of, to reach 
the target points. Only twelve out o f sixteen joints are activated, that is overall only 75%
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of the joints are moved. For this example, the maximiun number of joints that move at 
one instance is six.
We can see that in order to reach the comer o f  the path, the robot has been lost 
five degrees o f fi’eedom due to mechanical limits. Also, the joints that move tend to have 
a direction towards the target point. After this position is reached, the fuzzy logic 
controllers are activated to move the links away firom these positions.
At the step 1231, link 14 touches link 1, so the simulation stops. This shows the 
necessity o f adding a Self-Collision Avoidance module such that the robot can continue 
its way along the path. This will be done in Simulation II.
Simulation II
The second simulation will consider the same situation as in the Simulation I, 
with the exception that two obstacles will be added. There will be two walls parallel to 
the path segments, at a distance o f 250 mm away from the segments. The situation is 
described in Figure 47.
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Wall
Path segment 1, 
discretized in a 
manifold of 
target points
Path segment 2, 
discretized in a 
manifold of 
target points
Robot
Figure 47 The Robot, its Environment and the Path for the Simulation II
In this case, both the Self-Intersection Avoidance Module and the Obstacle 
Avoidance Module will be activated. A minimum distance of 300 mm will define the 
dangerous area close to the obstacle. The configurations o f the robot at different point 
results are presented in Figure 48 through Figure 55.
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Figure 48 Simulation n-Robot at 
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Figure 50 Simulation II-Robot at 
Path Point 400
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Figure 52 Simulation II-Robot at 
Path Point 800
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Figure 49 Simulation E-Robot at Path 
Point 200
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Figure 51 Simulation E-Robot at Path 
Point 600
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Figure 53 Simulation E-Robot at Path 
Point 1000
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Figure 54 Simulation II-Robot at 
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Figure 55 Simulation n-Robot at Path 
Point 1240
Conclusions fo r  Simulation II
The robot behaves pretty similar to the situation presented in Simulation I. 
However, on the vertical segment o f the path the joint fifteen goes into the dangerous 
area. The Obstacle Avoidance Module is triggered. The result is a configuration o f the 
robot that is smoother than the one in which the Obstacle Avoidance Module was not 
used.
By comparing Figures 52 and 53 to Figures 42 and 43, one can see that in the case 
where the wall restricts the robot movement, the links 5 through 14 are situated farther 
fi-om the wall than in the case where the wall does not exist. The resulted configuration is 
smoother, in the sense that two consecutive joint angles have small angle differences 
between each other.
The restriction introduced by the obstacle causes the robot to move its inner joints 
earlier. This results in moving some o f the joints (joints which previously had reached 
their mechanical limits) away firom the mechanical limits.
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At the final steps, the robot feels the imminent intersection o f  the link 14 and link
1. The Self-Collision Avoidance Module is triggered. The result is pushing the links 
close to the wall, which activates the Obstacle Avoidance Module. Consequently, the 
robot is directed away from the wall, towards the robot’s base. Finally, the robot travels 
the prescribed path without intersecting the obstacle and without intersecting itself.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
A new algorithm for path planning o f redundant manipulators is presented. The 
algorithm uses inverse kinematics techniques to find solutions for the most outboard 
joints. If  there are no solutions, fuzzy logic controllers together with a heuristic 
algorithm are used to assign certain change o f angles to the joints. Since the main task of 
a redundant robot is to work in a cluttered environment, another algorithm is proposed for 
avoiding obstacles in the robot’s workspace. The algorithm uses an obstacle collision 
module, a fuzzy logic controller and a heuristic algorithm to detect and direct the links 
away firom obstacles. An algorithm for avoidance o f the collision o f the links is designed 
in the same manner as the one for obstacle intersection.
Computer simulations are presented in order to illustrate the path planning 
approach. The prescribed paths are successfully traveled by the end-effector, and the 
obstacles are avoided. The movement o f the manipulator is acquired by activating only a 
portion o f the available degrees o f fi’eedom.
Future Work
The presented algorithm is tested only for planar robots. Adjustments can be 
made in order to consider end-effector orientation and to handle situations with spatial 
robots.
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In this thesis only kinematic analysis is considered. Additional consideration 
come many factors such as weight of the links, form of the payload, required path 
traversal time and joint torque limits. These situations have also to be considered in path 
planning.
Two or more manipulators may cooperate to accomplish a common task such as 
carrying a payload or performing separate tasks within a common workspace. In these 
cases the algorithm proposed in this thesis should be modified to consider the multiple 
relations between the robots and/or payloads.
In many cases the workspace o f the robot has moving obstacles, which further 
complicates the problem o f path planning. Kinematic analysis o f the obstacles including 
the speed and acceleration has to be done to avoid collision with obstacles.
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DENAVIT-HARTENBERG CONVENTION
The Denavit-Hartenberg method is used to define the position and orientation of 
two consecutive links. In the following we will present the convention outlined by 
Sciavicco and Siciliano (1996). Considering the notations in Fig.I.l, the following rules 
can be named in order to define the fi-ame x y z  o f link i:
•  Choose axis z, along with the axis o f joint i+1
• Locate the origin Oj at the intersection o f axis z, with the common normal to axes z, 
and Zi-i. Also, locate Of at the intersection of the common normal with axis z-.x.
• Choose axis Xj along the common normal to axes z\.\ and Zj with the direction firom 
joint i to joint i+ 1
• Choose axis y\ such that the right-handed firame is completed
80
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Axis o f  joint j-1 Axis o f joint j Axis o f joint j
Link j
Link j-1
Z j . t
Xj-l
Figure LI. Denavit-Hartenberg Notation and Parameters
One can observe that the above rules do not uniquely specify a link frame. The 
cases are as follows:
• Only the direction of axis zo is specified. The origin o f  the frame and the Xo 
axis can be arbitrarily chosen.
• For the last frame, the one o f  the end-effector, the axis Zn can be arbitrarily 
chosen, since there is no n+I link
• If  two consecutive axes are parallel, then there is an infinity of common 
normals between the axes
• The direction o f x, axis can be selected arbitrarily when two consecutive axes 
intersect.
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• Only the direction o f  axis z,-i is specified in the case when joint i is prismatic 
Once the link frames have been determined, we can define the following
parameters o f the links and joints:
• aj (the link length) is the distance between Oj and O’j
•  dj is the coordinate o f O ’j along zj-i
•  (Xj is the angle between axis zj.i and Zj about axis Xj
•  0y is the angle between axis Xj., and xj about axis zj.i
In the case o f revolute joints, the angle 0y represents the variable characterizing
the motion o f the joint, while in the case o f prismatic joints, the distance dj represents the 
variable characterizing the motion o f the joint.
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OVERVIEW OF THE FUZZY LOGIC INFERENCE METHOD
Fuzzy Logic Control Technique was developed by Zadeh in 1965. He designed it 
to make a deterministic liaison between linguistic terms and mathematical quantities. 
The method associates linguistic terms that are mathematically uncertain, such as “big”, 
“very small” or “tall”, to crisp values. The linguistic terms have different meanings for 
different persons, and for different situations, and many times they even overlap. A 
method o f translating them in mathematical language is needed. In the following, the 
Fuzzy Logic Method will be presented, according to Cox (1994).
The Fuzzy Logic Control Technique (FLC) is accomplishing this and allows the 
linguistic terms to be input in a computer program.
• FLC requires five steps to follow:
• Input fuzzyfication
• Application o f logical operators
• Inference
• Aggregation
• Output defuzzyfication
Each o f these steps is described in the following paragraphs.
First step, input fuzzyfication. assigns a degree o f truthfulness is to each o f the linguistic 
term. The degree of truthfulness is determined using a membership function, which has 
values between 0 and 1. If  the statement is completely true, the value o f  the membership 
function is 1 , while if statement is completely false, the value of the membership function
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is 0. A statement can be more or less true or false, depending on the situation. This is the 
case when it is translated into a number between 0  and 1 using the membership function. 
Usually there are more than one membership functions to describe a phenomenon. Each 
linguistic term will have a value for each membership function, as seen in Fig. II. 1.
Degree of
membership
0.8
0.6
mediumsmall
0.4
0.2
1 3 52 4
Figure II. 1 Examples o f Triangular Membership Functions
A value of 3.7 for instance, will belong to both medium and big membership 
functions. There are many types o f  membership functions. The most used are triangular, 
trapezoidal, Gaussian and sinusoidal. In this research we will use Gaussian type of 
membership functions.
Second step will be the application o f  logical operators. Since one value belongs 
to more than one membership function, we need to use a combination o f degrees of 
membership. In the case o f FLC this is done using the fuzzy rules that replace the 
standard Boolean operators and and or. Examples of such a rule can be:
I f  (input 1 is medium) and (input 2 is small) then (output is big)
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The linguistic terms and and or can be defined as a combination o f mathematical 
functions o f  the linguistic terms. For instance, if  the and rule was defined as:
and(a,b)=ab-b 
then the above rule can be restated in mathematical terms as:
I f  (input / •  input 2 - inputl) then (output is big)
The fiizzy inference is the next step. Referring to the above rule, the magnitude o f 
the output will be determined by the magnitude of the input, or, more exactly, by the 
magnitude o f  the expression in the i f  statement. There are many ways to determine a 
relationship between input and output. In this research we will use scaling. Each 
membership function will be scaled down to a factor equal to the magnitude of the 
expression in the i f  statement. This is illustrated in Fig.n.2. The dotted line represents 
the scaled membership set, while the solid line represents the original membership 
function.
0.6  -
0 .4  -
1 2 3 4
Figure n.2 Fuzzy Inference Using Scaling Method
8 6
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Since a given linguistic term has a value for each membership function, we need a 
method to combine those values. This is done in the process called aggregation. This 
simply adding the scaled membership functions. An example o f aggregation for the 
membership sets illustrated above would be the one in Fig.II.3:
1
0.8
0.6
0.4 -
1 2 3 4 5
Figure II.3 Aggregated Fuzzy Output 
The final step is defuzzyfication. This will be done using the centroid method. 
The output represents the value of x of the centroid o f the geometric shape o f the 
aggregated fuzzy output.
To summarize, the Fuzzy Logic Control Technique is able to take mathematically 
unclear notions and to transform them in crisp values.
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DETECTION OF LINE INTERESECTION USING THE PARAMETRIC
REPRESENTATION OF LINES
Consider two lines. They can stand for the computer representation o f a link and 
for the computer representation o f one side o f an obstacle (see Fig.HI.l). The following 
consideration can also be applied to computer representation o f two links. The notations
are as follows:
# aj+i= length of link j + 1
# I,= length of the side of obstacle
• u= intersection pzirameter o f the
• w= intersection parameter of the
89
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Line
representation 
o f link j+1
Yson obstacle
yiinish link
Line representation 
of the side of 
obstacle iy Stan link 
yiinish obstacle
^start obstacle ^finish obstacle
Figure DI.l Parametric Representation of Link j+1 and Side o f the Obstacle i
In general, the equation o f  a line which passes through two points described by 
(xo.yo) and (x,,yi) can be written as:
x - X q _  y - Y o
X, -  Xo y, -  Yo (in .i)
By replacing the coordinates (xo,yo) and (x i^ i) with the pair of coordinates 
describing the link segment, (XstartUnk Xfinishimk) and (ystart link Yfïnishunk) we will have:
y -  ystart link ^ -X start link (m .2 )
y  finish_litik y  start_link ^finish_link ^ s ta r tlin k
By letting both sides o f (in.2) equal to a parameter m, where u e [0,1], and re­
arranging, yields:
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^  -  ^ s ta n  link + ^  (^fin ish_ link  ^start_link )  
y  ~ y stan_link ^  ( y  finish_Iink y  sun_link )
(in.3)
or, in matrix form:
r x ^  start lin k l fx finish_link
+  U -
l y J >. y  start link / >. y  finish link
(in.4)
If we analyze the equation (III.4), we observe that when u e [0,1], the point 
described by (x,y) is on the segment, while when u e (-oo,0] U [l,+oo), the point is outside 
the line segment, but still on the line.
The same logic can be used to represent the segment of the side o f obstacle i. The 
result will be equation (in.5):
X  ^  f  X. ■ — X ^
(in.5)
•j
with the same observations for the parameter w, as for the parameter u.
I f  we consider one point situated on both the link and the side o f the obstacle, we 
can equate (III.4) and (III.5). We will obtain a system of two equations with two 
unknowns, u emd w:
'x ' f x start obstacle x'^finish ^obstacle ^  start obstacle
V y J y  start obstacle/
+ w •
'■ y  finish obstacle y  start obstacle J
f x stan_link 
V y  start link /
+ U ^  finish _link ^stan_link
V y  finish link Y start link /
‘■start obstacle
\  V start obstacle/
+  W '
^ X  “ X  ^finish ^ obstacle start_obstacle
\  y  finish _obstacle Ystart_obstacle>
(m.6)
which, re-arranged will yield:
^  start link ^stait_obstacle
k y  start link Y start obstacle/
= W finish obstacle start obstacle -  U ^  finish _link ^  start _link
y  finish link Y start link/
(m.7)
y  finishobstacle Y start_obstacleV
By solving (IH.7) for u and w we will get a measure o f how the segments 
described in equations (in.3) and (in.4) intersect. There are several possibilities.
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described in the TABLE III. The situation when u and/or w equal 1 and/or 0 represent 
limits of the situations described of the Table V.
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TABLE V
Different Situations for the Intersection Between a Link and a Side of Obstacle Using the
Parameter Representation of Lines
Situation
number
Value o f 
the link 
parameter 
u
Value of the 
side of the 
obstacle 
parameter w
Where the intersection is
1 ) (-0 0 ,0 ] (-0 0 ,0 ] • The segments do not intersect
• The lines intersect before the starting 
points of both segments
2 ) (-0 0 ,0 ] [0 , 1 ] • The segments do not intersect
• The lines intersect in between the starting 
and the ending points of the side of the 
obstacle and before the starting point of 
the link segment
3) (-0 0 ,0 ] [1,+ CO) • The segments do not intersect
• The lines intersect after the point of the 
side o f the obstacle and before the starting 
point of the link segment
4) [0 , 1 ] (-0 0 ,0 ] • The segments do not intersect
• The lines intersect in between the starting 
and the ending points of the link and 
before the starting point of the side of the 
obstacle
5) [0 , 1 ] [0 , 1 ] • The segments intersect
6 ) [0 , 1 ] [l,+°o). • The segments do not intersect
• The lines intersect in between the starting 
and the ending points of the link and after 
the ending point of the side of the obstacle
7) [ l , + o o ) (-0 0 ,0 ] • The segments do not intersect
•  The lines intersect after the ending point 
of the link segment and before the starting 
point of the side of the obstacle
8 ) [1 ,+co) [0 , 1 ] • The segments do not intersect
•  The lines intersect in between the starting 
and the ending points of the link segment 
and in between the starting point and 
ending point o f  the side o f the obstacle
9) [l,+ 0 0 ) [ l , + o o ) •  The segments do not intersect
•  The lines intersect after the ending points 
of both segments
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This method allows us to consider the parameters u and w  for the evaluation of 
the proximity o f two line segments. For example, a pair o f values o f u=-1.4, w=0.3 
means that the point o f intersection of the lines is situated at —1.4 link lengths before the 
starting o f the link segment, and inside the segment side o f the obstacle, at one third away 
from the its beginning point, as seen in Figure in.2.
End Point 
Obstacle Side
Obstacle Side
Start Point Link
End point link
■link
Start Point Link
Obstacle Side
Figure in.2 Example o f Line Intersection Using the Parametric Representation o f Link
j+1 and Side of the Obstacle i
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SOLUTION FOR INVERSE KINEMATICS FOR A NON-REDUNDANT ROBOT
We will present in the following a solution for inverse kinematics for a two joint 
robot. We will consider the manipulator in Figure IV. 1. The manipulator is presented in 
its initial position. The task is to move from the initial position to the target position, e.g 
to find the new angles 0 i fi„ai and 0 2  nnai that correspond to the target position of the end- 
effector. The notations correspond to the Appendix I.
Initial Position of 
the End-EffectorTarget Position of 
the End-Effector
'2 final
! fuul
Figure IV. 1 Notations for Finding the Inverse Kinematics for a Non-Redundant Robot
We can write the following equations for the new position o f the end-effector;
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^ ta rg c t.p o in t =  '  C O S (9  , )  +  a ,  ■ C O S (0  , +  0  ,  )
/ ta rg c t_ p o i„ t  = a, • Sin(0 ) + a , - sin(0 + 9 )
(IV .l)
In this system o f equations we know the position of the target point, (xtarget point, 
ytarget point), and the lengths o f  the links, a, and az. Therefore, the system represents a fully 
determined system o f two equations and two unknowns (8 , fi„ai and 0 2  final). By shifting 
the terms containing sin(0 i final) and cos(0 i final) to the left side of both equations, squaring 
and adding both equations, we will obtain the equation (IV.2 ):
2 T
-  a,- -  y;farge/_poim arge/_point ^  ^1  arger_poim  C O S (^ ,_Jinal'^   ^  ^ T rarg w  point
(IV.2)
In this equation we can note the expressions that do not contain trigonometric 
functions as follows;
^  ’ ^1  ’ ^targct_point 
~  ^  ■ ^1 ■ ytarg«_pomt
C l = a ; - a f - y : ^ ^ _
a v .3 )
point ^targct_poini
By replacing the expressions (I\^.3) into the equation (IV.2), we will obtain the 
equation (IV.4):
A1 • cos(9, ) + B1 ■ sin(e , nnai ) = Cl (IV.4)
Using the half-tangent rule, the solution for this equation is (Trabia, not dated):
8  \  final = 2  • tan - I
8  I final — 2  ' t â n -1
A l + C l  
B1+ V b 1- + A l ’ -Cl^'
A l + C l
(IV.5)
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Re-doing the same sequence o f steps for the system o f equations (IV.l), but for 
the terms containing sin(0 i finai+ 0 2  final) and cos(0 i finai+ 0 2  final), and using the notations 
(rv.6) will yield the solution for the 02 final, as shown in the equation (TV.7).
A2 = -2-a,  • Xtargct^potnt
B2 = -2-a ,  • y, 
€:!== a; -  a^ -
arg et _ point (IV.6 )
8  * 2 final — 2  - tan *
argct_point ^iarget_point
B 2 + V b 2- + A 2 - - C 2 - '
0  ~2 final = 2  • tan - I
A2+ C2 
' B2 -  VB2" + A2- -  C2- '
A2+C2
— 0 'l_final
-  0 '  1 final
(IV.7)
Notice that we will have two pairs o f solutions for the system (TV.l). The angle 
displacements 60i and Ô0 2  according to those solutions are given by the relations (TV.8 ):
60 ‘i = 0 '1 final -  0 I mital
I -  o  I f in a l  0 I in iia l6 0 - ,  = 0 -  
60  2 = 0 2 _final "  0 2_inital 
60  2 = 0 2_final -  0 ,  inital
(IV.8 )
We have to select the solution (0 0 1 ,6 0 2 ) that results in minimum displacements of 
the joints. This will be accomplished by first adding the absolute values o f 60% and 6 0 2  in 
both cases and then selecting the minimum o f the sums:
j = index(min(^ abs(50‘j ) , ^  abs(50 ",■)))
i=l
(60, ,60, )= (60^,50 ' 2 )
i=l (IV.9)
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